
China-Taiwan Relations
Challenges of Pushing Canada’s Agenda



Cross-Straits Developments: A Quick Look

• Ups and down…but right now an apparent impasse
• In the cross-straits process

• And at the international level

• Larger risks than we appreciate?
• To regional security 

• To prosperity within and beyond the region

• To functionality of global governance



Canada China Taiwan Nexus:
Stepping Back in History

• History of China-Taiwan as source of most complication
• A clash of interpretations

• An uncertainty of direction

• For Canada…a unique exercise in creative ambiguity
• One that has basically “worked”

• For China, Taiwan – and Canada

• Yet a perception of missed opportunities?
• Borne of exaggerated fear of consequences



Where We are with Taiwan: 
Personal Reflections at the Front Line

• China has moved closer to centre of Canada’s preoccupations 

• Taiwan less so…yet it remains an amazing and distinct society 
• Where much has been and still can be accomplished

• One China policy framework is sound
• Yet there are stresses and complications
• Some inevitable; some rather contrived
• Both in managing day to day and in contending with structural shifts

• Thoughts and observations – before, during, and since
• China could be more helpful
• And sometimes…so could Taiwan



How Both Relationships Might Grow: 
Subjects for discussion

• Canada-China and Canada-Taiwan 
• and with both at same time

• A good case for an update to emerging realities



Summing up: Whither Canada in all this?

• Maybe no “conclusions” possible
• Zero sum dynamics seem to be powerful

• But Canada doing better with both parties than some think…
• …although less than we probably could

• All this despite the rhetoric and the risks
• And the downturn in cross-straits process

• So what now? Five dimensions of advance worth discussing



(1) The backdrop is difficult: China is taking a 
“harder line” of late on Taiwan

• It was never easy but today there are “thinner skins” in Beijing 
• evident at bilateral, regional and global levels

• Situation has risks that matter for all of us

• It is in Canada’s interest to encourage accommodation…
• …and to urge greatest possible civility on how issues are treated

• As always, like-minded company is advisable… 
• …but standing on the sidelines is unhelpful



(2) Taiwan’s “International Space” should be 
supported whenever possible
• Canada has backed Taiwan’s meaningful participation in multilateral 

and regional bodies

• There is room for us, again ideally with company, to be more 
proactive – and creative - in enabling this

• Politicization by any side of the work of institutions must be avoided, 
particularly on technical or functional issues

• But harsh tactics and unreasonable conditions must be resisted

• Canada can be both “pragmatic” and “principled”



(3) At the bilateral level, relationships with 
both China and Taiwan offer promise

• Like all bilateral ties, vision and focus are required

• As well as effort and investment 

• Distractions need to be minimized wherever possible

• For this major juncture at hand in our China ties, Taiwan need not be 
one of those distractions



(4) One China Policy notwithstanding, 
Canadian Engagement with Taiwan Feasible
• China needs to accept this as reasonable to present day realities, as 

well as to understanding of 1970 et al

• Taiwanese friends need to accept functionality over formality and 
substantive progress over “symbols”

• That done, a Canadian “Taiwan agenda” should include 
• Working agreements where useful and needed

• Periodic senior visits to advance specific agendas

• Expanded exchanges to facilitate economic/other cooperation

• “Consultative instrumentation” reflecting scope/complexity of ties



(5) Our Ambitions in China Need Sustainable 
Public Support

• How well Hong Kong, SCS, Korea etc are handled by China matters –
and with Taiwan too

• On China, advances in many areas recognized but frankly some 
disappointments of late as well

• Taiwan’s achievement not only on economic and social matters but on 
human rights and democratic governance “count”

• Certainly it is the view of many Canadians that they should



Final thoughts….

• For Canada (and others), life on this file never easy 

• nor the choices ideal

• Perhaps discussion is best focused on these questions of best advice 

• for friends in both China and Taiwan

• and for Canadians moving forward

• And whether and in what form a tweak or update may be in order


